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Dear Friends! Life is a wonderful journey and needy.  let us pray god to give more strength, energy and 
God has blessed all of us with success both in support from all source to abhaya.  
Personal and Professional life. To do any social / 
service activity, One needs to have positive How many year we live we don’t know but as long as we live, 
attitude and heart filled with love, as god sathya let us realize how  to be happy, how to make  other happy and 
sai baba always says “that hand that serves  are how to extend support to under privileged. Let us all join hand 
holier than lips that pray”. with TEAM abhaya to make a difference in thinking, difference 

in action, like winners don’t do difference things, but they do 
I have completed 3 decades of professional life and continuously with the things differently. Let us prove to entire corporate world that abhaya 
blessing of almighty and blessings of my parents I am spending minimum of 1 Foundation will  determine and promise to serve beyond expectations. 
hour  every day to do social service to help the needy both in educational and Service means Abhaya, Abhaya means Service... a true promise to serve & 
medical relief. “Serve by all means” 

I am presently Secretary of Lions Eye Hospital where in we have done more 
than 150000 free eye surgeries. As President of Kidwai Cancer Drug 
Foundation I am interacting with the patients who will be fag end of their life. 
Medicines worth Rs 18 crores being given on discounted price every year. 

I am always of the view that every one of us would have received benefit from 
the society at one or other occasion . So undoubtedly in our life time we shall 
be obligated to the society. So what ever we do to the society it's only repaying  
our obligations to the society and not to construe as charity. As student of free 
hostel during my study time I got benefited and now  god has given  me the 
great opportunity to extend scholarship worth 1 Cr to more than 1000 students 
in the state of Karnataka. This activity is possible because of involvement of 
200+ young generation professionals/ business entrepreneurs.

As we are Indians... doing charity is in our DNA itself. When Companies Act, 
2013 provided for CSR activity, why not we being professionals without any 
statute should come forward and contribute a portion of our earnings to any 
good foundations who are doing  yeoman service to the society. 

I am very much impressed when I met the Founder, through my good friend CA 
AV.Sathish Kumar. His motivational words, thoughts, vision and urge to do 
service to the humanity touched my heart. Who ever is in contact with him will 
endorse my opinion. I am seeing Swami Vivekananda in him and action and 
love of Bhagavan Sri Sathya Sai Baba. He has totally pledged his life as karma 
yogi to LIVE for the the most deprived. His message to me drawn lot of 
attention and enthusiasm and was eager to know more about the foundation 
and activities in the fields of HEART , CSR - Initiation to Implementation, Serve 
by all means, Serve above  self, Positive attitude coupled with positive 
vibrations and motivation will surely inspire every individual. His passion to 
serve  is amazing. I am thankful and fortunate to come across in my life such a 
noble’ humble, simple and man of action with great vision.

I am very much impressed and inclined to extend all the support both 
financially or other wise-everything that  is possible  in my life to abhaya. Let  
us come together, let us work together and let all of  us serve together to the 

with warmest regards
Yours in service 

CA IS Prasad



CSC -CSR Team joining abhaya Hunt the 

winter 2014... they are considering to provide 5000 

blankets for distribution across the country... this is again gods 
own will to celebrate a decade of abhaya's work on Hunting the 
Winter. Thanking NarasimhaIkkurthi, CSR Team from CSC. 
Kudos to him & CSC Team for the passionate empathy for the 
country.

�Registration Document of the Trust.
�Promoter's Names and Board Members Names.
�List of Projects executed by the NGO in the last 3 years.
�Signed audited financial statements
�List of major contributors for the NGO
�Financial returns, 80G for grants
�Market Reference
�Sign-off from any Regulatory Board
�IT returns & PAN Card

Thanks for submitting the Hunt the Winter Proposal of Abhaya 
Foundation to CSC. We are in the process of discussion of the Thanks and Regards,
proposal submitted by your organization within our Global SrideviMogilineedi
Team and also our Internal Teams.While this is not Talent and Diversity - Corporate Responsibility 
commitment, we are working very closely towards this. We 
require the below documents from your end, so that we can 
work parallelly with our Legal and Finance Team for the internal 
process required for approvals and to avoid time delays later.

abhaya FOUNDATION

HUNT THE WINTER
abhaya Hunt the Winter 2014... initiated... 500 Blankets reaching Hyderabad... 
500 Blankets reaching B'lore... each Rs.150/- How many you wish to 
contribute... if not possible... how many wish to join hands during weekends to 
cover those shivering on the road side with love and care....

I would like to contribute for Hunt 
The Winter-2014.Transferred Rs 
5000/- to abhaya Foundation – Ch. 

Venkat, Bengaluru



Now we need to launch abhayaHtW 
across many districts of Karnataka... 
CS Thirupal n CS Manjunath will 
coordinate the effort of distributing 
1000 blankets in the state as part of our 
promise at CSR seminar. Following 
guidelines for the distribution at 
Karnataka

� Prepare anabhaya hunt the winter flex banner for each dist
� Motivate at least 20 near n dear 
� Make a launching event at 10PM at a common place
� Talk about abhaya/FKCCI/ICSI and its CSR activity
� Distribute leaflets. 
� Share guidelines for distribution. 
� Start off the event.
� Collect the photos, Videos and upload them in fb
� Best participant will be given a memento.
� Let the event be covered in local papers - abhaya Team

As the winter is slowly started here at karnataka, we are having a 
great plan for Hunt the winter for benefiting those sleeping without 
any cover on their bodies. We are trying to reach around 6 districts 
in Karnataka (Bengaluru,Hubli, Belgavi, Davangere ,Mysuru and 
Shivamogga) to reach maximum needy people to be served. The 
Blankets being dispatched to the destinations. The following is 
action plan to serve the needy on the road during mid nights:

�We have forwarded the guidelines to Every incharge 
�We will be distributing around 1000 blankets.
�Minimum 100 abhaya volunteers to take part in  event this time

�Best expressions &  impressions will be 
shared in social net work

We wish to start the program in the second 
week of December 2014 - CS Manjunath 

Hegde, Coordinator - abhaya' Blore

Request from RK Math, 
Arunachal Pradesh for Blankets



abhaya FOUNDATION

CSR Update

Government to clamp down on CSR activities 

of tobacco companies; disallow ads on 

mobile, Internet 

Water supply works must under CSR

Water resources minister requests corporates to channel 

CSR funds towards drip irrigation 

T h e  W a t e r  R e s o u r c e s  
department has come up with a 
scheme under which banks 

NEW DELHI: Tobacco companies, already in the would lend money to about 7 
frying pan because of an impending ban on the lakh growers to help them buy 
sale of loose cigarettes, may be about to be drip irrigation systems. "Our 
tossed into the fire in the coming weeks with the farmers grow sugarcane in 

government planning to bar them from using their social outreach about 10.85 lakh acres. While 
activities to earn goodwill. the average yield is about 35 

tonne per acre, by adopting drip 
The government's planned new anti-tobacco legislation, news of irrigation, they can get an increased yield of 65 tonne per acre," he 
which sent cigarette stocks crashing on Tuesday, will discourage said. If the entire farmland moves away from flood irrigation, it 
manufacturers from "earning goodwill" through their legally will result in an annual saving of 186 tmc feet of water. 
mandated Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities, 
officials familiar with its drafting have told ET. This could choke off 
the few remaining outlets for earning societal goodwill for these NAGPUR: In view of importance of water supply and sanitation 
firms, which have traditionally tended to publicise their social works in the state, the government has made it compulsory for big 
outreach efforts not least because of strict curbs on advertising companies to undertake these works under corporate social 
and marketing their products. responsibility (CSR). It has formed committees at state, revenue 

division and district levels to achieve the objective. All committees 
will have a representative of Bombay Chamber of Commerce to 
present industries' viewpoint. A single window system will be 

BENGALURU: The Siddaramaiah regime is planning to rope in started for industries requiring clearances for such works.
corporates in its ambitious scheme to get sugarcane growers in 

Karnataka switch to drip irrigation. The The works include rain water 
government has decided to seek funding harvest ing,  undertak ing 
help from industries and corporate houses various works to increase 
as a significant amount of water saved ground water level, providing 
through the programme will go to technology that helps in 
industries. "Industries need a lot of water to supplying drinking water at 
meet their current needs and if they have to minimum cost, installing 
expand. By making our farmers adopt drip meters in villages to measure 
irrigation, we can promote new projects and its water consumption, etc.
help industries... 



Home team wins suggesting e-touch to CSR

India Inc to spend R14,000 crore towards CSR in 
Education is the 

2014-15: Jaitley 
most favoured 

a r e a  f o r  C S R  

spend in India: 

Mercer survey

According to the survey, conducted across 40 organisations in 
different Indian cities and across sectors, 73 per cent companies said LUCKNOW: Tie-up with multinational-companies and collaborating 
they already had a CSR policy in place, 17 per cent said they were with online e-commerce websites can add to donations. This idea 
undertaking such activities without a policy or guidelines, while 10 won Indian Institute of Management Lucknow team the top prize at 
per cent said their company did not undertake CSR activities.Yajna, the pan-India CSR (corporate social responsibility) challenge 

in association with HelpAge India. The team also suggested that 
“The importance of CSR/sustainability is seeping deep into Indian television must be used to increase awareness about the importance 
companies as three out of four companies in India already have or of donation for the cause of elderly.
are planning to form a core team dedicated to CSR/sustainability 
within the next one to two years,” said Shanthi Naresh, Mercer India Students from different B-schools who qualified for Yajna finals were 
Business Leader, Information Solutions.given a case study where they had to come up with a three-year 

consolidated marketing plan to make donations for well-being of 
The survey, which has also been carried out globally, showed that elderly citizens of the society as one of the top three causes for 
nearly 44 per cent of Indian companies said they had a dedicated donations. Revolving around sensitising masses to the needs of 
team responsible for CSR, compared with only around one-quarter of elderly care, the challenge was open to all graduate, post-graduate 
companies globally having a dedicated team.and doctoral students.

Press Trust of India | New Delhi | Posted: November 5, 2014 3:37 

am:  Finance minister Arun Jaitley on Tuesday said companies are 
expected to pump in as much as Rs 14,000 crore for Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) activities in 2014-15 and the amount will be 
increasing in subsequent years.B L ,  N E W  D E L H I ,  

N O V E M B E R  1 4 :   
“… CSR alone in its very first year is going to contribute about Rs Education emerged as the most favoured area, followed by 
14,000 crore into the (social) sector and that's reasonably a large community-based development and environment sustainability for 
amount of money. This is going to CSR spend by companies surveyed by global consultancy major, 
increase year after year as corporate Mercer, which is part of Marsh & McLennan Companies in India 
profits increase,” he said while consisting of Marsh, Mercer and Oliver Wyman.
speaking at a function organised 
jointly by the Jubilant Bhartia and Releasing the findings, the survey said 81 per cent of companies said 
Schwab foundations.their corporate social responsibility (CSR) spend was on activities 

concerning education, 64 per cent on community development and 
Under the new Companies Act, 61 per cent on environment sustainability.
certain class of profitable companies 
are required to spend at least 2 per With the new Companies Act in India mandating that 2 per cent of the 
cent of their three-year average average profit should be spent on CSR, 81 per cent of the surveyed 
annual net profit for CSR activities. companies said this had become and important part of their business 
The minister later gave India Social strategy, Mercer said in a release.
Entrepreneur of the Year 2014 award 
to Hanumappa Sudarshan of Karuna Across industries and company sizes, budgets for CSR were varied, 
Trust.ranging from ?  900,000 to ?  25 crore a year.



abhaya FOUNDATION
CSR Seminar @ Bengaluru

Dear Friends,

On behalf of the 
Abhaya Foundation 
and my personal 
behalf, I express 
heartfelt thanks to 
each one of you for 
m a k i n g  t h i s  
seminar as very 
grand success with passion and 
dedicated into your won competence .

I on my personal behalf, wish convey 
my special thanks to team of ICSI, 
Bangalore chapter for granting 
program credit hours for members 
and students. There is huge 
contribution in terms of fund and non 
fund based support extended by the 
FKCCI and ICSI, Bengaluru Chapter to 
the Seminar.I am very much 
encouraged to take part in any social 
events conducted by FKCCI an ICSI.I 
sincerely thank all the guests, be it CS 
members, CS students, CA members, 
CWA members, corporate, NGOs, and 
all other supporters and sponsors for 
making the seminar as lively till the 
last session.    – CS G Thirupal, 

Company Secretary (Trustee – 

abhaya) Bengaluru

The Empathetic Sponsors of CSR Seminar at Bengaluru

Good day and Greetings. Your kind gesture to encourage FKCCI/ ICSI - Bengaluru 
Chapter &abhaya in doing the good work…really made us to feel proud and happy. It is 
always people like you, who can make a difference to the world around. We bow before 
you for your kind hearted contribution to abhaya towards doing community work at 
Karnataka on the eve of we conducting CSR Seminar on Saturday, the 8th November 
2014 at Hotel Le Meridien

We wish to place on record sincere thanks and love for your kind hearted support for 
propagating the cause Corporate Social Responsibility and abhaya community work. Sri 
GrandhiMallikarjuana Rao, Group Chairman GMR, CA Suresh C Senapaty, ED & CFO, 
WIPRO inaugurated the full day Seminar and PadmavibhushanJs MN Venkatachalaiah 
was graced the occasion along with many other speakers. The same was attended more 
than 500 plus audience including corporate heads, Sr Management Executives, 
Professionals, NGO's and Philanthropists attended and got benefited.

Whenever we receive such support…truly speaking our passion to do good work would be 
multiplied in manifold proportions. It is only because of association of people like you 
alone abhaya is able to deliver its best for the most needy people in the society. We are 
really honored to have your great and kind support for the Seminar. We really felt amazed 
to receive your sponsorship. We look forward to have your continuous support always in 
all ways while serving the mother land.

 
LOVE & LIFE for the Country

   

Meda Narasimhulu

abhaya FOUNDATION
CA IS Prasad

FKCCI     

CA IS Prasad

FKCCI     

CS SC Sharada

ICSI - B'lore Chapter



abhaya Salute each of those who made CSR Seminar a grand success 
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This mail response made us to feel just divine... I am Great source of inspiration to everyone of 
shedding tears of joy.  Prayers for your well being and us... No words to express my gratitude 
the well being of GMR Associates. It is indeed a matter except re dedication ourselves in all 
of great joy seeing this assurance. This left an possible ways and means in doing GODly 
impeccable mark on our hearts. We feel very happy work for the needy. I pledge myself for the 
and confident to move forward in serving the mother nation building - CS G Thirupal, Trustee, 

land. We express our heartfelt gratitude to you and Bengaluru

Pray GMR be most ideal Corporate in the Country so 
that lakhs of companies will follow the path set by you.  This is magnanimous and GOD's will... 
– CS BalachandraSunku, Founder indeed a miracle. Salutations to Sri GMR - 

CA AV Sathish Kumar, Program 

It's always our GMR Sir support to noble cause, We Director & Founder Trustee, abhaya

are fortunate to have associated with such a great, 
humble person - CA IS Prasad, Program Well done. Congratulations. - Adi 

Coordinator (Chairman, CSR Committee, FKCCI) Seshavataram Cherukupalli, GMR 

Bengaluru Group, Bengaluru

Hats off to Sri GMR - CS Manjuanth Hegde, This is surely a GOD's WILL - CA SN 
Company Secretary, Britannia Group, Rangaiah,  Founder  Trustee ,  
Bengaluru Bengaluru

Dear Balachandra garu 

I thank you for your kind words. I am indeed touched with your great passion and high level 
commitment for CSR.  This is the right time to do awareness activity towards social responsibility.  
The event has been meticulously organized and has conveyed the message. My best wishes to 
you and your team for every success in these endeavors. We will always extend our support in 
your noble efforts.

I have approved Rs.2.00 lakhs donation to abhaya Foundation. My office Chief of Staff Mr. R. 
Ramakrishnan will organize the payment. Please continue the noble work you and your team are 
doing at abhaya. 

Warm regards,

 G M Rao

 Group Chairman

 GMR Group

I have approved Rs.2.00 lakhs donation!



Thank you dear BalachandarGaru, Satish I came to know about your organization from recent CSR Event 
garu,Rangaiahgaru, Thirupalgaru , Sharada conducted at Bangalore. I would like to volunteer for your 
madam for giveing me the wonderful opportunity organization in Bangalore. Let me know the process. Kind  
as program coordinator for this great CSR Regards -Girija T, Bangalore

seminar . Sincere thanks to all of you. You dear 
BalachandraGaru, you are so thoughtful for HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS!abhaya Foundation, 
which we all are including all abhayans are for one more success story. It is expected this way 
grateful. President FKCCI will give Rs 25000/- to only, when it takes up a project / assignment. Keep 

abhaya Foundation towards part of expenses. If it up!! – EJP Prasad, Coordinator, abhaya RPL.

possible give endowment grant for Lions eye hospital for rural 
outreach program. I will invite abhaya TEAM to visit hospital for 
inaugurating eye camp during this week. Free cataract Greetings from Guru Puraskar Foundation. Thanks to abhaya 
surgeries for poorest of the poor senior citizens-  CA IS Prasad Foundation and your team, we had an interesting seminar on 
Chairman CSR committee FKCCI and Executive CSR at Le Meridian on 8th instant. Our grateful thanks to you 
President Kidwai Cancer Drug Foundation Bangalore for publishing an article on Guru Puraskar in the souvenir you 

brought out on the occasion. We request you to 
Firstly the program was very informative and helped put us across to some people and organizations 
professionals like us to see the social side of the country also who would find it useful to collaborate in our work 
the work being done by specific institutions and individuals. in Education. We would be pleased to associate 
This had definitely made me more socio-conscious. My only with your work/service. Jai Guru Dev! - Anish 

concern is regarding the time if the program would have Kumar C.J, Advocate & Creator of GOPI 

started on time some speakers in second half could have Formula (Managing Trustee, Guru 

explained more. Please take care about it in future – S Raja Purasakar Foundation) 

Karthik, Through Mera Events.

Our regular Donor and hunt the winter participant 
I am glad to learn that the abhaya Foundation is organizing a Abhayan beloved CS Dushynath Kumar K 
CSR Seminar on8th November, 2014at Bangalore and bringing (Guntakal) has donated Rs.15,000 and entire his 
out its official magazine.  Mr. Balachandra, Founder of Abhaya office is going to participant in the seminar (2 CS 
Foundation has devoted his life to a cause that is extremely and 3 students). I request you if possible place his 
relevant to entire mankind. I salute his determined efforts. I details at cover page of hand book. 
would like to congratulate the office bearers of abhaya 
Foundation by whose strenuous efforts, Bangalore would be CS Ramesh Kumar Bhat  does not want to get the name 
witnessing an amazing event on CSR which published. But he is a regular donor and participant of hunt the 
would inspire hundreds, which in turn would winter. He is instrumental in getting the Rs.10,000/- from Sri 
kindle light for thousands. I believe that with Balaji Enterprises (Ad). This time he gave Rs.3500 for himself. 
great potential and strong will only this kind of He made 3 of his CS colleagues, 3 students to participate. He 
activities can move on. I wish the program a has circulated in his firm and recommended them to 
grand success. - B S Gupta, Director. Gupta participate. He also connected and personally visited with 3 
Group of Educational Institutions, NGOs. He is also running NGO in the memory of his father and 
Bengaluru. mother. – CS G Thirupal, Trustee, Bengaluru



Good efforts and were impressed with Mr. Balachandar's and CSR Seminar which was conducted on 8th Nov 2014 at Le 

the self-less initiatives. Ms. Neeta Revankar, CFO of Sasken Meridian Hotel, Bangalore was really amazing and all the 

made a personal contribution of Rs. 21000/- to participants were delighted. The team and the Founder is so 

abhayaFoundaion at the venue. - Rajshekar & Aarthi, passionate to serve the society by sacrificing their personal 
comforts in life. In fact our Rotary District Asst Governor Mr Sasken Group, Bengaluru
Haran was also present along with other Rotarians on that 
day. He is very keen to work with abhaya Foundation for future It was a diff kind of experience being in this group. Enthusiasm 
projects. He mentioned about the Founder many times in our to make it happen was high and the results showed. Best 
meetings as to how the Founder and his team organized the wishes for future work. Euphoria of the success of the 
event & also planning to invite the Founder for one of the big Bengaluru CSR seminar must have died down by now. I am 
events of Rotary. We are all very fortunate, blessed  & very sure you are back to your abhaya work with increased 
proud to be part of your team. - Srihari R, Founder Partner, enthusiasm and zeal. A couple of things I wanted to share with 
SVS Credit (A Team Member of CSR Seminar), you: 
Bengaluru 

Apart from this, there was mixed reaction / feedback for the 
program. It is always the case with some saying there was very 
little of subject takeaway and some others saying we were 
inspired. As organizers feedback is important. I am sharing it 
with you specifically since you wanted to repeat the format in 
other cities. If you are targeting our members, do budget more 
time for professional interaction and higher level of topics. 
 
While the program was a launch pad for abhaya activities in 
Bengaluru, you will agree that you were leveraging on the 
brand of FKCCI and ICSI.  That being the case, it would have 
been better had you toned talking about abhaya especially 
when the time was short and at the cost of speakers' time and 
cutting down on audience interaction. In any case your work 
speaks for itself.  Again I am telling this since we have done 
many joint programs and no single organization is allowed to 

It was a great experience, being part of the Seminar. It was a garner more time for itself. It will help if you 
very successful event under Your Meticulous and Timely keep this in mind in your next collaborative 
planning , meeting all the objectives including connecting programs in other cities.
many New and Great Personalities to abhaya, Funds  
Mobilization for social cause with initiation to implementation. I hope you take this in the right spirit of a 
Hope will be fortunate enough to be part of Abhaya Foundation professional to professional feedback for 
in propagating the cause in future too. Wishing Almighty be improvement in future programs. – CS 
with you all the times and make The World a better place to S.C.Sharada, Chairperson, Bengaluru 
live for Mankind and all Living Beings. -Rama Krishna, SVS Chapter of ICSI (Program Coordinator)
Credits, Bengaluru (A Team Member of CSR Seminar)



It is collective efforts of all teams i.e FKCCI, ICSI – It is another excellent experience 
Bangalore Chapter and abhaya. Hearty withabhaya as a volunteer. By listening 
congratulations to each one of the team members. words from various personalities who 
Once again we have proved that, together we can do achieved great positions in their life, always 
wonders.  All the people who are associated with the great lessons to young people like me to 
event, be it sponsors, delegates, speakers are very achieve miracles in life. As I am in corporate 
much impressed and happy for the arrangements world, I have to know as to how corporate 
made and the way it has been conducted. responsible for social service, this seminar 

explained me to great extent. I like one 
Further, the main objective of the Bangalore seminar is to identify statement-CSR is not only Corporate Social 
NGOs in Karnataka, who are doing excellent service to mankind.  Responsibility, it is Citizen Social Responsibility, yes 
Not supported by any big organizations and are in need of basic definitely it is responsibility of every citizen to do there bit 
infrastructure. Hence, am of the opinion that we should stick to this to society. In fact every event or moment with abhaya 
objective and march ahead. As it was communicated to all our givingme a great memory in my life.  Thanks to abhaya for 
associates, It is not advisable to dilute this concept. We have giving this opportunity to do bit from my side. – T 

created huge presence in Bangalore and must create goodwill and Karthik, Volunteer, abhaya, Hyderabad

earn confidence. – CA S N Rangaiah, Founder Trustee, 

Bengaluru Just want to share few things regarding the 
recent CSR seminar conducted at 

CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) Seminar was held on Bangalore. Please consider this is my 
8/11/2014 at Bangalore. It was my second seminar of Abhaya after honest feedback.Over all Seminar went 
the Seminar on Leadership Skills by Balachandra sir on the June very well and I enjoyed lot till the last 
month at Abhaya home of hapiness. CSR is one of the best summit session, one of the most memorable day for 
to provoke the Corporate Society to take initiative for the me.I request you to consider these points 
development of the Nation. The seminar let everyone to know for our next CSR seminars.1) We need to 
about what are the different areas that the Corporate must gather more number of CSR and NGO teams 
contribute based on "CSR Act of 2013".Areas like Educational to be part of the movement.2) Time for the guest 
develpoment, Rural Development, Agriculture, Making the speakers should be minimal and more time for interaction 
environment clean etc. It was stated that all Corporate must at needed and 3) If possible we can even include research 
least contribute 1 to 2% of their profit for the benefit of the Society. scholars to address meeting on serious issues which our 
The speech by Auto Raju sir made everyone awestricken especially country is facing the issues(Ex: Corruption, It will be 
the line by him "When a 3rd standard fellow can do this much how really help full to the Nation building if any corporate come 
big the well-educated fellows can do" is a very forward to develop software tools like compliant 
valuable statement. As said by Balachandra sir it mechanism applications).- I Lakshmi Narasimha, CSR 

must be Citizen Social Responsibility rather than Team, CSC, Hyderabad

giving it to the hands of Corporate. So every citizen 
must know their responsibility and act accordingly. Congrats to one and all in the group. I feel the 
This is the only path to "live after death". Thanks for event is totally successful. Let all of us pledge to 
such an wonderful seminar – Govindarajan, IV continue this spirit of good and GOD's work. - 
B.Tech Student, Chennai Satish Kumar &Sudha



As informed to abhaya Team, I have done best to my level to the carefully fixed with 80G to bring more money and the Success. A 
requirements as advised except that I could not bring my sister leader is Leader, again I realize. I was about to say if 
because of her health and age. Then what happened you and I I was given a chance to brief on sevalayam the 
know and we are extremely happy to note: following:…which was wrote by someone:

�I was introduced by Sir to his team before inauguration; We wish to catch the stars in the sky but what we 
�Kids were fondly and as usual welcomed by the Founder in get are the bars of a window. But bala Sir is catching 
person; stars easily because of his able leadership! -  CS S. 

�They enjoyed food, of course, with little fear and innocence Nakkiran, Bangalore, 80955 88223

and had darshan of Bangalore and a star hotel!
� As promised, you have immediately reimbursed their 
expenses amidst your tight schedule; I am very proud to be part of abhaya, thanks a lot for love and 
� Seva warden with kids were called to Dias and Sir briefed on concern always shown to me and my family. I am always indebted 
Sevalayam by referring me for my first appeal for Rs.100 and to  abhaya for many reasons. Thanks a lot for the great 
finally informing the audience about collection by teams of opportunity provided to me.
Sevalayam & abhayans both cash and in kind close to 2 lacs;

Bangalore Inspire was a grand success to bring the Corporates, 
Founder stated when informed us about the seminar that: "If you Professionals and NGOs in one platform as first of its kinds.
have no time... I cant help. Dont expect GOD to come to The positives are 1. FKCCI and ICSI joining with abhaya, 2. 
sevalayam every day" Selection of Speakers made us to reach quality audience.

3. Planning and leveraging technology was excellent and  
But I tell you, God has come all along from Hyderabad to Madurai Intelligently handled.
in May 14 and already helped Sevalayam not only with money 
and Solar lamps but also with more ideas and motivation!  That is Some of the negatives are 1. Registration counters and 
more than enough, Sir! welcoming the delegates could have been planned precisely. 

Bez,First impression always the best impression. 2. We need to 
My Sister has already done a lot with mobilization of several lakhs identify a hall to accommodate around 250 people, if it is OK if less 
from her own contacts as you are aware from the folder we gave luxurious than a five star hotel, in order to reduce the cost 
on your visit and even after the said visit she had completed substantially.
many other tasks referred in it as updated in FB and also she 
continues her endeavor for sevalayam children even after Overall its a great feeling of satisfaction, as it ended with a grand 
attaining her age of 60 in her own way! success. I do not thing that the surplus fund collected at 

Bangalore should spent at Bangalore only, the 
I salute the Founder, CS Balachandra Sunku for his leadership most important purpose is that, it should reach 
and his hard work for the social cause. I could see lots of the people who are in great need and which 
beneficiaries of abhayans. In the Seminar. I liked his shifting the support abhaya to reach in other states as 
“thanking for the donors” to inaugural session from valedictory well.It is my personal  opinion, you may ignore 
one. I wish and pray for long and healthy life to all abhayans. I if thought is irrelevant. Again thanks a lot for the 
was speechless like others when auto Raju was brought on Dias great opportunity to all abhayans. Cheers for 
which is absolutely perfect for this Seminar for CSR. All abhayans. - CS Manjunbath Hegde, 

arrangements were very good and the credit goes to Sir with his Company Secretary, Britannia Group, 

rich experience and his team which includes U. Delegate fee was Bengaluru



Dear Sri Balachandra, What an amount of selfless sacrifice!! Hats off to everyone, 
who are none other than God's representatives. Balachandra 
Sir, words cannot express the feelings and wish you all the At the outset would like to thank Rtn. Sri. 
Best in serving the Humanity.Srihari, who was kind enough to extend an 

invitation to this wonderful seminar. If had 
not accepted the invitation would have We know you are very busy and every minute counts in your 
missed a greatest opportunity in my life, not divine work, but request you to spare your valuable time to 
because would have missed to hear about visit our Rotary , if possible in one of our family meetings, 
the CSR legal provisions but the eminent may be at our next family meeting on 28th of November, at 
personalities who spoke and the various Hockey Club, Shanthinagar. Requested Srihari to invite you.
good people who is doing God's work.

Later, whenever it is convenient you may kindly request, Sri 
Oh, what a personality Sri Balachandra, Raju, on our behalf, to make his power point presentation to 

really great who can keep the audience spell bound by that our Rotarians, in a family meet. Looking forward to meet you 
attractive voice and the inspiring speech which made everyone in our Rotary - P C P Haran
present to think about themselves as to what they are doing to 
the Society. How these people realised the purpose of their 
creation in this world and how they have taken upon themselves 
to help the poor and needy and also identify and nurture the 
talents.

A day well spent, listening to eminent personalities to name a 
few, Justice Venkatachalaiah, Sri G M Rao, Sri S Sampath 
Raman, Sri I S Prasad, Sri Raghu Babu, Sri N Suresh, Mrs 
Sharada, Sri GhanshyamDass, Sri R Sridharan, Sri Surojit Bose, 
Great but Simple personality Sri MedaNarasimhalu and ofcourse 
Sri Balachandra who not only inspired by the speech but also 
conducted the meeting smoothly, in a dignified fashion. Really 
learnt a lot.

A Special Namaskaram to you to have introduced Sri Raju, at this 
august gathering and made him a dignitary on the stage, not for 
the qualification or the position enjoyed but all were equal in the 
sense that they were all kind and good Human beings, having 
concern to the Society and the fellow beings.

Have attended other seminars on CSR with full day presentation 
on the subject. But, this one, from initiation to implementation, 
was unique and we could see to ourselves clearly what is Social 
Responsibility and as a Rotarian could relate lot of things and 
appreciate the great efforts behind these kind of achievements 
which ultimately gives satisfaction and accomplishment when 
we see the smile in the face of the beneficiaries.

The way you conducted the seminar is 
amazing even people with vast experience 
may not conduct the seminar in such a way as 
you conducted... its possible only due to one 
reason that you are doing all this with whole 
heartedly. We pray the almighty god our baba 
to give more strength and good health for all 
abhayans to do more good work. I observe 
that there is no selfishness on the part of 

abhaya and no one expecting any rewards and awards but I 
am sure that god has  all your  account.- KN Narasimha 

Murthy, Wellwisher, Bengaluru

I was overwhelmed by the stupendous response to Abaha 
foundations conference on CSR last Saturday. It was indeed 
heartening to listen to speakers of the likes of GMR garu, Mr 
Senapati of WIPRO, Honorable Justice 
Chelliahppah and Auto Raju – who are people 
with hands on experience in serving society. It 
was indeed an honour to be part of this great 
initiative and I thank Abhaya foundation for the 
opportunity to attend and speak. - Surojit 

Bose,  Director,  Climate Change & 

Sustainability Services



Most of the delegates have confirmed that they 
are very much impressed on the initiatives taken 
by abhaya team on CSR activities at Bangalore. 
abhaya team has really worked hard to bring 
corporates, professionals and NGOs on one 
platform. Even the corporate sponsors have 
praised on the selection of the speakers and 
venue. There is a talk that no other NGO has 
taken such an initiative to promoter other needy 

NGOs. In my personal view that the registration 
counters and welcoming delegates could have been handled in a 
better manner. To be precise the event was a great success and 
we all together could achieve the objective. - CA SNRangaiah, 
Founder Trustee, Bengaluru

It is very big and beautiful event. I am so 
happy to participate in that. I never forget 
this event in my life. E event lo nenu 
nerchukunadi samajaseva ela cheyali 
evarikosamo eduruchudatamkadu manaku 
manam mundadugu veyali. And next auto 
raju anna chesthunatuvanti seva its 
amazing. Raju annaki salute. – S. Vinod 

Kumar, Somandevpally, Healthcare Beneficiary

I have learned so many things from the trip 
to Blore CSR Seminar from Hyderabad. 
Firstly I have learnt so many things from 
Sreedhar, Coordinator abhaya as to how to 
handle the situations and from volunteers 
over there. They are all CS students...very 
cheerful. i don't even know their language 
but I have mingled with them. I got to know 
many new things during this first long trip 

with abhaya team and all the members have given good 
support for us and i can be able to feel what is meant by 
transformation by seeing my self at sometime. i can't even 
communicate but now i am confident and able to 
communicate well. I am learning so many things from 
each trip. Proud to be an abhayan. - Gopi Manohar, 

Volunteer

This CSR seminar was a great experience. It was a 
good learning on many aspects like team work , 
leadership and dedication. Also realized how difficult 
it is to mobilize funds for a good cause. Thanks for 
the opportunity provided. This kind of work needs a 
lot of dedication and self motivation. Balachandra 
garu and Tirupal garu have been big inspiration. May 
the good work go on. Jai Hind - N. Shashidhar, 

Brand Manager, Blore

1. FKCCI - IS Prasad, 2. ICSI - CS Sharada, 3. abhaya - CA AV Sathish, 
4. abhaya - CS G Thirupal & 5. Corporate - CS ManjunathHegde

The team now to coordinate the following action points in next 30 
days. 1. Initiating Hunt the winter in the state of Karnataka... 
distributing 1000 blankets to the neediest ones laying on the roads. 2. 
Short listing 3 start-up NGOs who are doing good work in need of 
support and 3. FKCCI ICSI abhaya to declare the support to NGOs in a 
public meeting at Bangalore in a joint function. Requesting other 
members of A Team to support the leaders. Following are the 
guidelines in regard to support to NGOs in Karnataka.

1. The NGO's must be start up (1-5 years)
2. Must be doing real time social work in the field of H.E.A.R.T
3. NGOs can be anywhere in the state of Karnataka
4. It must be referred by any of the abhayans/FKCCI/ICSI
5. A brief note on NGO, Contact Details, Credentials, Annual 
Accounts, list of trustees, contact info, present needs etc., must be 
made available by them to the screening committee.
6. Majority must recommend for support by abhaya, if needed couple 
of members can visit the 5 short listed NGOs to get 3 NGOs
7. The support will be given towards some fixed expenses directly to 
the concerned agencies instead of giving amount to NGOs.
8. If Committee opine that instead of giving support to 3 NGOs... one 
best NGO can be identified for setting up an asset to the extent of 
surplus of Rs.5-8 lakhs.
9. The process must be closed by 15th Dec'14 and disbursal must 
happen by 31st Dec 14 in the presence of Diamond/ Gold/ Silver 
Sponsors at Bengaluru in a special function.

CSR Seminar leading to CSR Activity: The team for ACTION



Press Coverage



3rd in series - 
CSR Seminar
at Chennai in 
January 2015

Please join 
hands to support 

the cause 



abhaya FOUNDATION
Donations received for CSR Seminar @ Bengaluru
(Surplus Founds of Rs. 10 Lakhs being spent for CSR in Karnataka)

Name of the Donor City   Amt Rs. Name of the Donor City Amt Rs.

Particulars  Amt Rs.

Salarpuria Sattva Bengaluru 200000 Manoj Madan Bengaluru 10000

GMR Group Bengaluru 200000 CS Kiran Desai Bengaluru 5000

Gokaldas Exports Ltd Bengaluru 100000 KY Nagaraju Reddy Bengaluru 5000

Canara Bank Bengaluru 100000 S P Nagarajan Bengaluru 5000

GVPR Engineers Ltd Hyderabad 100000 Ambika VS Bengaluru 5000

Prestige Estate Projects Ltd Bengaluru 50000 Sudhir V Hulyalkar Bengaluru 5000

Natco Pharam Ltd Hyderabad 50000 Natesah k Bengaluru 5000

New Horizon College of Engg Bengaluru 50000 Indena India Pvt Ltd Bengaluru 5000

Lakshmi Vilas Bank Bengaluru 50000 Dwarakanath Bengaluru 5000

FKCCI Bengaluru 50000 Ravi Shrihari Bengaluru 5000

Manthri Developers Bengaluru 29000 CA G S Bhat Bengaluru 5000

Gupta College Bengaluru 25000 YK Anand Bengaluru 5000

Rajendra J Hinduja Bengaluru 25000 MD Abdul Saleem Bengaluru 5000

Digvijay Coaching Hyderabad 25000 Jamapana Veerraju Bengaluru 5000

P S Rao Associates Hyderabad 25000 Donors below Rs 5000/ 261700

Meda Narasimhulu Hyderabad 25000 T

Leven Fashions Hyderabad 25000

GMR Varalakshmi Foundation Bengaluru 25000

ING Vyasya Bank Bengaluru 25000

S Sampath Raman Bengaluru 25000

Neeta REvenkar Bengaluru 21000 Hotel & Food. 375000

Carpool Bengaluru 15000 Branding      150000

Dushyantha Kumar K Bengaluru 12500 Transport          35000

Sri Balaji Enterprises Bengaluru 10000 Mementos      30000

Laxmi Sai Industries Hyderabad 10000 Others                10000

Mikrotech Machines Ltd Bengaluru 10000

otal Donations Received  1619200

Total Expenses (Apprx)              600000

Approximate Expenses For The Event:



abhaya Home of Happiness
Latest Update

Dear Srini, as discussed, I 
write this to introduce you to 
Mr. Balachandra, Founder of 
abhaya  Founda t ion ,  A 
Hyderabad based social 
service organization. Would 
greatly appreciate, if you 
could introduce him to the 

right people at Ruralshores so that we could explore working together. 
Thanks in advance. - Ramakrishna (Ramki), Mumbai

Yet another Miracle on 5th 
N o v  2 0 1 4 . . .  v e r y  
satisfying day for abhaya 
Home and its TEAM... 
Prayers for those who 
stood by abhaya Home... 
special thanks to Srikanth 
Natarajan...Hyderabad
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abhaya
FOUNDATION

abhaya
FOUNDATION

“ EART”H
Healthcare Update

Mission Aakash Chandra Mission Krishna Sharma I Mrs.Sharmila 

residing at Dilsukhnagar came to know about your trying to close this case in a positive note, 
organisation.I take home tutions and stay in rented bu t  c ou l dn ' t  g e t  upda t e  f r om  
house. I am a widow and  i have 2 sons my elder son Bhagavan/Chandra NCR. Got Aparna 
completed his MBA  ,going for HR training from 1 week (Krishna's Sister) number will speak to her 
and younger N. Aakash chandra(23yrs) got job in and update. - KSV Siva Krishna, 

Tirupathi 7 months back and he was working there.now Secretary, abhaya

he jobless He had severe stomach, fever and got 
diagnised with kidney stone though he is using 
medicines since 2 months it is not cured. Again from 10 
days he is suffering with stomach ache,fever, blood urine 
and he has 13mm stone in right kidney & left 2 to 3 small 
stones which is obstructing and doctor advised us to go 
for operation immediately as it will effect his kidney and 
may lead to complications.

I have consulted Dr. Vishnu vardhan reddy of Hyderabad kidney centre , Malakpet 
they asked to pay Rs.60,000 for operation ( app 15- 18,000/- for medicine).And i 
have approached Dr.Rammayya Pramila hospital, Basheerbagh there Dr. 
Bhargawa has given estimation of Rs.80,000 for entire procedure of 
operation.Since 2 days my son Aakash is unable to tolerate the pain and not taking 
food also. Kindly help my  son and me . He would become healthy and go to his job 
and your help would make my  son to reach his goal in life    

I have an elder brother whose is in hospital from April 19th he is hospitalised with 
brain stroke , lost vision, paralysed and his condition is critical . i am unable to get 
medicines now .i am helpless woman can,t see my child in pain Please help my son 
to recover and lead a healthy normal life. - Sharmila

Mission Aakash Chandra – Stones found in Kidney for 23 year old – will get 
complete details tomorrow. Total cost around 60-70K, they have 10K and another 
foundation came forward to help 15K. - KSV Siva Krishna, Secretary, abhaya

Mission Akshara
Little kid Akshara reached God's adobe on 
Sunday. Abhayan at Sweedan Vijay 
Krishna, brought this case to abhaya and 
we suggested the parents to meet Doctor at 
NTR Cancer Hospital. Doctors after check 
up told that she cannot sustain even after 
operation. So the parents took her back to 
their village. - abhaya Team



Mission Basavaraj K            To remind you, the entire 
family of 5 members is I We, Abhaya Foundation, 
depending on Basavraj, and he request you to spare a little bit 
is in the Final year of M.Tech, if of your time to read the about 
our small gesture can help, Basavaraj, who is in deep 
save his life, which in turn help Crisis-
him to serve his family and  
might be in future he can Basavaraj K Bommanakatti 
reciprocate the same to us. from Ranebennur is suffering 
After all human beings only from severe acute Pancreatitis 
can help each other.from the past 11 months 
 fighting for his life. To inform 
I am not asking to spend an you, that he is doing M.Tech, 
entire salary of yours, neither final year (BVB college, Hubli), 
am I doing it personally as we a lone graduate from his family 
all have responsibilities. What of farmers. His parents have 
I am trying to convey is that already spent over 10 lacs at 
instead of watching a new different hospitals in Bangalore 
movie this month, let's take a part in trying to give a new life to and in Manipal. His father has already sold the entire property 
Basavaraj, with the residual amount we have.to keep his son breathing. He is taking him to various hospitals 
 for treatment, from the past 1year. The kind of pain they are 
We would be meeting Dr.Nagaraj Palankar to find a way out undergoing is unimaginable.
and cost reduction on Saturday, 15th November,2014.Request  
you to join us if you can. Now, by God's grace, finally they found a specialist in Manipal 
 Hospital Bangalore, who would take the proceedings at this 
He is in need of love, care, prayers along with money. We have critical condition. The major operation was held on 3rd & 4th 
a target to pool 2 lakhs, apart from standing beside him November and the estimated cost of surgery and treatment is 
morally, till they come out of this crisis. Please do your 4lac Rupees. Out of which 1.2 lac was paid yesterday. His 
bit.Small drops of water will make a Big Ocean. - CS parents became helpless. 
Manjunath Hegde, (9620039398,  Bengaluru 

We are trying to reach as many good hearts as possible who 
could help him breathe further. We, at abhaya Foundation along 
with Mr IS Prasad have  already pooled in 40k. 
 
So I kindly request you to lend a helping hand in support to 
Basavaraj & his family, by any way possible from your side, 
either through recognizing Donors or by cost negotiations with 
Manipal Doctors or by sparing your valuable time to spread the 
news or by any way you think might be of help.



Mission Umacchandar  
Reg. umacchandar he is doing well and able to go 
and purchase nearby. We are making him practice 
to go lonely and manage. Reading only the problem 
for that also we are giving medicine. With god's 
grace we except eyesight also develop.

Reg. Rohit he is preparing for his sem. exams. 
Aakanksha is doing her 10th second sem. classes . 
She want to send you some of her drawings I will 
send you with next up date. Reg. my job asusual but hectic. No increment 
till now. I am talking with the Boss let me wait for the result. Every day 
whole family will pray for the well being of the people who helped in our 
life. Please bless us with your prayers. - Padmalatha, Chennai 

Mission Pardhasarathy
Hi abhaya!Thank you very much. We are doing well.
I thought of sending you an e-mail many times but really felt guilty. 
Pardhu is doing well and stable but not recovered completely. Recently 
doctor advised him to be more careful as still he has disability.Chinnu 
is doing well and now he is in 3rd standard. One day we will meet you 
definitel. But not now. Whenever I'll be in a position to contribute 
something for society,on that day I will meet you. Please forgive me for 
everything. I apologize sincerely and honestly with tears. I don't have 
courage even to face you. - Mrudhula Pardhasarathy

Mission Hariprasad
Master Hari is regularly going to 
Physiotherapy session at 
Sweekar. He is able to sit 
properly now. He was advised to 
undergo one more surgery by 
D r. S r eedha r,  O r t hoped i c  
Specialist for tightness in legs. 
Abhaya advised them to get a 
ration/aarogya sree card, so that 

the operation will be done free of cost. They are 
working on that. The chances of Hari walking are 
more, after the surgery. - KSV Siva Krishna, 

Secretary, abhaya

Mission Balalingaiah  Balingaiah visited Dr. 

Suresh of Bionic Prosthetic& Orthotis India Pvt Ltd about 

a month ago and they tested an artificial hand on him. at 

that time, he complained that he has severe pain in his 

hand and took medication for that. Now he is feeling 

good. I spoke to Dr. Suresh and he gave appointment on 

this Saturday. Also informed that he has to visit 3-4 

times and practice for 10-15 days. 

We have have told Balingaiah and his brother-in-law to 

arrange for Rs.15,000/- but they could not get that, as 

they haven't got the 

yeild from crops. He 

stopped updating us 

with this reason. When 

I called him, I told him 

not to worry and visit 

t h e  d o c t o r  o n  

Saturday. Also asked 

him to update me after 

his visit, so that we can 

know the next visit 

schedule. - KSV Siva 

Krishna, abhaya

"To keep the body 
in good health is a 

duty... otherwise we 
shall not be able to 

keep our mind 
strong and clear."

Gautama Buddha



abhaya
FOUNDATION

“H ART”E
Educare Update

I had successfully completed my company called Lucid Technologies for the package of 3.75 
Navy interview. I reached one-on- LPA(Lakhs per anum). At this juncture, taking this exam would 
one interview after clearing rounds of definitely will add value to my profile. It will be also helpful for 
Group discussion and Technical me to excel in Indian Navy if I'm selected in the final interview. 
interview. The result for one-on-one The actual Exam fee is $600 U.S.D.(U.S.Dollar) but if I write 
will be announced on December this exam before the end of this December it will cost 
month. Hoping for good result. If the Rs.32,500 ( Indian Rupees). It is a one time examination and 
result is positive I have to undergo I'm supposed to score the maximum possible.
SSB training for physical fitness and 
after that I'll be recruited into Indian Before starting my final year project I could concentrate well 
Navy. So only two more steps for me and score more marks. I could arrange only 7,500 rupees from 
enter into it. Need your blessing and savings and by other means. I'm in need of the remaining 
support. Thank you Bala sir and amount of Rs. 25,000. I don't know what to do. I'll be obliged if 
Abhaya Abhaya helps me in this crucial time. I know it is not a small 

amount but this opportunity and time will not come again. I am 
With God's grace and Abhaya's requesting Abhaya knowing very well coz without Abhaya I 

timely help I have completed my Ethical Hacking course with A can't even imagine to continue my engineering. It will be more 
grade which is the highest grade. I'm happy to share this helpful if Abhaya help me to accomplish my ambition and have 
happiness with Abhaya. a good career in life.  - Govindarajan Raman, IV B. Tech, 

Chennai

I need to write CEH exam of EC-Council which will give me 
International certification for Ethical Hacking. There are lots of 
openings with good package in and around India for CEH (EC-
Council Certified Ethical Hackers) which is globally accepted 
Council for network security.

As I have good exposure and interest in Ethical hacking it will 
be the correct time for me to take this exam. Big companies 
have started recruiting from campus. But unfortunately none 
of the big companies are coming to colleges for campus instead 
they are conducting pooled Campus and Off-campuses. I'm 
attending job fairs and interviews wherever it is possible.I had 
cleared the Aptitude round and shortlisted for next round for a 

I am going to college regularly and 
actively taking part in college 
curriculum. I am doing case studies and 
records. Participated in Swach Bharath 
program in our college. Also had a 
chance to participate in youth festival 
and being selected to Dist. Level 
competitions (Essay writing). I am  
responding positively in class room.  I 
attended the seminar for the ICT 
subject. In my class my position is out of 
40 I am 15th place – Md. Arifuddin, 

(B.Ed) Kalwakurthy



I am fine here  by the ever showering blessings of 

abhaya & leading gorgeous, wonderful professional 

life. Our second year classes were started from 

October 6th onwards. According to the schedule I 

have been posted to medicine department. There our 

work is to write the case sheets by examining the 

patients. Still we are in process of learning how to 

present a case sheet. In this we will put many, many 

questions to the patient in order to conclude that the 

disease is regarding about particular system and to 

know probable cause. First only they will be weak, by 

answering our questions still they will feel discomfort 

.But patients are our real books where we will get 

complete idea about complications in the impaired functioning of an organ. 

At that time some patients will hold my hand & they will be moaning by 

saying their problems. They will ask me to prescribe something which 

makes them to feel a state of well being. I was so moved by them. Many 

cases we will be watching like the patients suffering from cardiac problems 

persons suffering from paralysis, suicide attempt TB cases, and still 

different variety cases.

 Though I may not treat, by the end of these three months I will be surely 

able diagnose. I feel blessed to enter in to this profession.

Some times during evening special classes will be there just for training 

purpose. As still I didn't buy books, after college I needed to spend some of 

my time in library &  I prefer to e-learning centre whenever I have doubt in 

the cases which I come across in hospital & it is free of cost ,established 

recently in our college. In home I will be revising first year syllabus 

(physiological conditions) comparing with pathological conditions.
 
Participated in medical camps & in under taking balavikas 

classes.Participated in SWATCH BHARATH where we all members involved 

in service activity, in bringing awareness about cleanliness around hospital 

& college.Thoroughly enjoyed Fresher's day with skits, dances performed 

by juniors.Wrote an article on Thyroid Gland.Really by seeing sufferings of 

the people in the hospital, my mind will be feeling to do a part for the 

betterment of our fellow beings, thus uplifting me to reach my ambition. - 

K. Sailatha, MBBS 2nd year, Govt Medical College, Anantapur

Firstly very sorry for not 
sending my reports to 
abhaya. Last month I was 
very sick. I had stomach 
ache due to acidity problem 
for two weeks. I was very 
weak so i couldn't send my 
reports last month.This 
month since 10 days we had 
internals and lab internals so 
i couldn't send my reports. 
This is the reason why i did 
not send my reports. I did 
not do this intentionally.

          
Last month as I was not feeling well my mother did 

not allow me to go for a part time job because Pola 

hotel is 3km far from home. I told about my 

condition to Vikram sir. He told me to meet after 

external lab exams.Tomorrow is the last working 

day of our college for this sem. My internal marks 

are 141 out of 150.My external lab exams r on 

22nd & 23rd of this month. On Monday I will meet 

Vikram sir. On 22nd September, I got an 

opportunity to serve Sri Satya sai seva samithi as 

its Youth Coordinator Since last 2 months on the 

occasion of Baba's birthday there was an 

arrangement of bhajans for 89 days in devotee's 

houses each day. I attended bhajans and sevas 

whenever I had a chance. And in college I had 

taken a charge of Volunteer along with 4 girls for 

campus. When companies come to our college,we 

should take the responsibilities & take care of the 

people & serve them.
       
My external theory exams r from 9th Dec to 30th 

Dec. We have 15 days as study holidays. I'll work 

hard and try to stand 1st in the class. From next 

month I'll surely send u my reports on 7th without 

fail. - Sharmila Venkatesh, II B. Tech,  Bellery



I am pursuing Final year in SV 
University at Tirupathi. I am fine 
and hope all abhayans are fine. I 
have 3rdsemester classes and 
practices. I am regularly 
attending the classes and 
observation was good in my 
practicals. After my classes, I am 
reading my subject up to date. I 
wrote staff selection commission 
exam on 19 Oct and I did my best 
and satisfied with my attempt as I solved many 
problems of reasoning and aptitude and ability as 
well as chemistry and current affairs.

I applied GATE examination for PhD and preparing for 
that I have exam on 31, Jan,2015.My short term goal 
is that I must get good score in GATE exam this 
is5years Research program with 8000 fellow ship for 
monthly and also eligible for central posts of industry 
and ONGOS and also eligible for professor in 
engineering colleges. SVU conducted National 
seminar about drugs and pharma industry and it is 
useful to us and I am going to Library every day and 
also read Magazines I liked the reading of ''Wonder 
world''.Recently university organized classes for 
arithmetic, reasoning, aptitude and computer. 
Classes timing is 6-8am and 5-8pm. I make use of 
the opportunity and attended the classes. They are 
very useful to my GATE examination.

Awareness- I told to my friends and also my juniors 
about abhaya foundation and service activities of 
abhaya. We are participating service activities in Sai 
organization and also participate clean and green 
program in my campus 3rd Saturday of every month. 
I am sharing subject knowledge to my friends and 
juniors then I sharing problems also giving 
suggestions for them. Thanking for giving such an 
opportunity for abhaya foundation - S.Leelavathi, 
II M.Sc., SV University, Tirupati

I am venugopal reddy sir first a fall I am very sorry sir for late reply and not 
informed to abhaya what I am doing in this month. Actually I am suffering 
to jaundice and fever from 25th October to still. I wrote three exams in my 
semester remaining three exams I am not attend because those days I am 
admitted in hospital nearby my village (proddatur, kadapa dist). After that 
I am going to my home for some ayurvadic treatment and take some rest. 

On that time I am very weak and my mobile also not 
working and your numbers saved in phone memory. 
That’s why I am not informed sir. In my village 
internet also not available. Still I am taking ayurvadic 
treatment. this Sunday completed my treatment. 
Now I can’t attach any documents because so many 
reports. I am coming to Hyderabad on 2nd December 
on that day if you give15min any free time I will meet 
and show the documents clearly explain what 
happened to me. Actually this is my big mistake not 
informed to abhaya please forgive me sir. - 
N.VenuGopalReddy.                 

During the month of October, 2014, I was busy 
preparing for exams and have attempted very well. 
Please find attached herewith my Mark Sheet for your 
immediate perusal. These days I have Practical 
Classes in both Physics & Chemistry and these marks 
will get added to my Final Year Results.  I am working 
hard to achieve the desired results and participate in 
the forthcoming Engineering Entrance Exams 
scheduled in the month of April, 2015. Post my 
college hours apart from my studies, I have started 
taking Tuition for students from Class LKG to X-Std as 
part of my hobby (imparting good education to the 
needy and the poor).  This helps me in learning new 

things or recollect the past period of my educational career and also an 
income to purchase the study material that is required without depending on 
my parents. Although my parents are struggling hard and helping me to 
prosper in my studies, I want to be self-reliant.When it comes to the festival 
occasion the recent 'Deepawali' went on very well close relative and friends 
were invited in lighting lamps and bursting crackers.  It was so wonderful 
atmosphere with full or happiness all over, I really enjoyed the occasion. 
Nothing much to say, will reply you back in the coming month on my 
progress, thanks. - S.Srivalli.



abhaya Supporting the initiative to distribute All In One Model Papers to Class X Orphans



Firstly we are very sorry for the late in giving feedback. Please accept my sincere apologies. I personally feel very 
unlucky for being missed your speech for Maaillu kids on Sept 25th,2014 and I thank god for giving me 
opportunity to meet yesterday really feel fortunate to meet you sir and moving under your guidance, your 
brotherhood made me learn how to understand,face,love, support the society. Your thoughts as to how to make 
use of technology and innovation for spreading the cause and how to support the needy in the society. The 
spontaneous response you have shown for distributing All-In-One books and contacting VGS series publishers 
about the price is really amazing. Supportyou are rendering is really a great move for us to give our society more 
and more. Thank u sir for your kind support sir and we need it for us to offer more.  Your inspirational words will 
always give me courage and strength sir – Sneha, Coordinator, MAA Illu Prajadharana Ashram, Warangal

Greetings from Rajitha Maa Illu. I just wanted to thank you for your words of inspiration and the time you spent with 
my team yesterday and today. We are still talking about the impact you created on us with your valuable words. The 
time spent with you renewed my spirit, faith, and most of all My Ranger creed..... Thank you for your willingness to 
share your precious time with us. We are doing service but till not capable to show it to others for further support to 
extend our service. When we met you, we all learnt that we need to express our thoughts and ideas in an attractive 
manner. I never forget you and the time you shared with us and also I am requesting you to continue this relation 
with us forever. Lastly I never forget the Words: "Don't do Slow Work, Don't do Show Work…But do Social Work" – 
Rajitha, Coordinator, MAA Illu Prajadharana Ashram, Warangal

After the tour of Hyderabad city all the students and staff felt very happy.  The GVK 

management and staff expressed their thanks to abhaya and Artisan Embedded Technologies, 

Hyderabad. After the tour of Hyderabad all the students were celebrated Diwali festival in the 

premises of school grounds. Photographs of Diwali festival were presented hereunder. As per 

the accounts side all the years of accounts were submitted to the Auditor except last year ie., 

2013-2014 which was also under preparation . 

About Rs. 2,25,000/- pooled from different donors including Artisan, Hyderabad during the 

month of October/ November 2014.  I have already requested to Sri Hansraj jain, Rajahmundry 

to send Rs. 20000/- cash donation of 4 months to Abhaya account.  B.A.S 

Scholarships were not received so far and under process the same.

We think that the compound wall on the north side of the school premises was to 

be constructed in the name of Artesian Embedded  Technologies, if you release 

the amount.  After your decision and approval we will start the work of 

construction of compound wall the name of Artesian as the neighbor of the sight 

owner relative was creating so many problems .  Hence we request to consider 

our submissions noted above. – Bhavanarayana, GVK School, EG Dist, AP

Girijana Vikasa Kendram Report



abhaya
FOUNDATION

“HE RT”A
Awareness Update

Celebrated Children's day with kids of Javaharnagar 
Colony, Moulali, Hyderabad... really amazing 
experience for all residents and kids of colony with 
the Founder as their chief guest – CS Balachandra 

Sunku, Founder

The purpose of doing the show was to connect the abhaya 
good work to the known circle. When they asked for the 
children programme on 14.11.2014 at Kendriya Vihar phase 
2, Gachibouli. They said it is the gated community with 170 
flatsconsisting of families most of them are ether working in 
IT or central government.I took this opportunity to connect 
with the children and their families.

I had tough time handling the children. They were happy 
exited. There were more than 200 people gathered. People 
actively participated in the auction. I could generate 
Rs.500/-. The president of the organisation promised for 
some more support. Iam trying to connect with Mrs.Murthy 
president.  

Trying to set this as abhaya permanent venue for every year 
auctioning with in this gated community. – CS Santosh, 

abhayan



What a blessed time by HIM...my beloved... 1 Focus  - 
Swamy... 3 states... 5 Sai Centers... 6 days/6 Districts...10 
opportunities...350 Tribal Youth...500 Devotees... 5000 
college students... 3000 high school kids... sharing HIS 
love for them on the eve of world celebrating HIS 89th 
Birthday... its my of offering love to HIM. Love You 
Swamy... - CS Balachandra Sunku, Founder

Founder served Sai Fraternity on 
the eve of Baba’s 89th Birthday



Divine opportunity of sharing HIS Thoughts with

 Sai Devotees of Lakshettypet at ADB Dist

Divine opportunity of sharing HIS Thoughts with

 Sai Devotees of Lakshettypet at ADB Dist







Good evening. These are my true feelings which I am expressing 
now: I thank God almighty who has given me an opportunity to be 
present at 11th MSOP Session as a product of ICSI n I will try to live 
upto the exactions set at the session n stick to the pledge which I 
have taken at the end of the session.. I pray God to give you more n 
more energy to reach many students who should be inspired by 
your attitude n choose the path laid down by you SIR - Sarada. R



I am SoulDear abhaya 

"I am of the opinion that my life belongs to the whole 
community and as long as I live, it is my privilege to do 
for it whatever I can. I want to be thoroughly used up 

when I die, for the harder I work the more I live" 

I wish to stand by abhaya as its monthly 
donor and I lend my hands of support to the tune of 
R s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . / -  P M  
(Rupees....................................................................) 
towards

FOUNDATION 

N a m e

Signature

Ph:
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Founder visited Nagarkurnool MB 
Nagar dist... to see the Community 
Hall constructed by Dr CN Reddy... 
planning to provide needed thoughts 
for the good work.

Today there is a photo of Venkatesh with his parents in 

Eenadu supplement who approached the Govt of 

Telangana for help. I am enclosing the photo with matter, 

which is self explanatory. He also rang up and informed 

that one of the Ministers, Mr.K.T.Ramarao, has promised 

to take up his case and see that an artificial hand is given 

to him, free of cost, shortly. In the report it is stated that 

he does not have a leg and two hands (the photo also 

confirms this). 

I asked him why he did not wear the artificial leg provided 

by Endolite India, for which he replied that he was advised 

not to wear it to get help from the Govt, now. He also 

requested the Minister for a Govt., job, it seems.  One of 

his autos is stranded at home for repairs / driver, but the 

other one is in use, he reported. I asked him about his 

contribution to abhaya in recent times for which he stated 

that due to his mother's / self illness they could not send 

but would try to send some amount in due course. – EJP 

Prasad, Coordinator, abhaya RPL

Had a blessed day with about 200 villagers 
drawn from 20 villages in Adilabad Dist at 
Mennel Village. Very fruitful interaction 
with se lected teams at  V i l lage 
Empowerment session organised by Sri 
Sathya Sai  Seva Organisat ions. 
Salutations to the beloved Swamy for this 
rare opportunity.  It is always in all 
ways...HIS way when serving HIS Mission 
with Sai Org... . – CS Balachandra 

Sunku, Founder



Founder addressed tribal youth from Vizag Agency 

Villages @ Prashanthi Nilayam
Sai Youth from Vizag working on Agency Villages since 7 years. Swamy 

blessed them n directed to give water for those living in hilly reagions. The 

youth with single point devotion started with 3 hamlets... using natural 

springs given water in pipelines for 103 hamlets. About 350 tribal youth 

reached Parthi to express their gratitude to Baba... the thrlling experience 

is for me... though not in any way connected to this story line. I was just 

going to reservation counter... enrooted Mandir... Murthy and Ganesh 

team just spotted me in the crowd. .. Screaming sairam... They said... it 

was only few hrs ago... they just thought of me for speaking to these tribal 

youth. Unaware of my visit... they just wished... Swamy made me to wish 

them on the road… Listening to their wish... I was overwhelmed! As since 

morning only out side I was speaking. In side mandir... nothing. It was 

very thrilling divine experience for me to receive their hearty invitation. 

8PM to 1030PM... it was just empowerment....Motivation. ..inspiration for 

the youth in the name of Sai... this incident is purely HIS Grace... love you 

Swamy...

abhaya
FOUNDATION

“HEAR ”T
Transformation Update
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Yes Bank
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Humayun Nagar
Medhipatnam
Hyderabad - 500028
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Do not deposit  / transfer any Indian Donations in / to Andhra Bank. 

Foreign
Donors

for abhaya Donors

Dr Rama, Welcome to abhaya. CS Balachandra Sunku is the founder of abhaya in India. Sharath lives in 
Cincinnati and young leader representing abhaya Sankalp USA group. 

Dear abhaya Team, We have Dr.Rama Bandla joining our abhaya USA group. I have been 
talking about abhaya to Rama garu from time I started. This month Rama garu is going to 
contribute $100 as part of abhaya USA group. Moving forward she even promised to 
contribute $25 every month. Requesting abhayan Sharath, to please include her in all 
future communication. Thanks for pooling money from everyone monthly and sending it to 
India for the benefit of needy. – V Indira, USA

I am highly impressed by your work and your Mission
 – Rajesh Tharanee


